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27
• they are filled with hot and relatively dense plasma;
28
• X-ray spectra are purely thermal, sometimes with trace of very weak non-thermal 29 emission;
30
• physical parameters change smoothly with time;
31
• they contain large amount of energy released during flare;
32
• continious energy input/release must be present to explain LTS visible for several 33 hours.
34
There is long-standing discussion concerning the fine structure of LTS. 
58
Therefore it gives a chance that any internal structure, if present, may be observed for 59 some time period because instrumental drawbacks may be less limiting. 
Simulations of LTS Fine Structure
87
The overall evolution of the SOL20111022T11:10 flare is quite typical for sLDE event. (one large, and one small) we obtained an image which contained only small source.
124
It is rather unexpected result, not mentioned in previous papers testing performance reconstructed for real data present almost no repeatability suggesting that fine structure 135 is absent. However, the same situation is observed for sources reconstructed from simu-136 lated distribution. It means that even when the fine structure exist then it is not possible 137 to reconstruct its real distribution.
138
It is worth to mention that PIXON "is trying" to reconstruct the fine distribution EUV and X-ray emission sources we constructed artificial fine-structured X-ray source.
154
Next, we reconstructed images with a use of real and simulated RHESSI data. Obtained 155 results may be summarized as follow:
156
• Reconstruction algorithms have signifant problems when sources differ in size sig-
